
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Casting Wasn’t Meant to be Easy 
 

 

Over the years I have had the opportunity to watch many people make their first casts with a fly rod. I can’t 

recall anyone who has managed to make perfect loops on their first attempt. It has been my experience that 

learning to cast takes time and that casting wasn’t meant to be easy. 

 

To qualify that I have to say I have never met a child prodigy nor had the pleasure to watch any of the great 

casters make their first casts. It may be that Australian Masters such as Peter Hayes, Brian Henderson, Peter 

Morse, Tony Loader, Mathew Howell, Simon Zarifeh, Roy Wybrow, Shaun Ash and Bob Young all made 

perfect casts the first time they picked up a fly rod. I have been fortunate to learn from all these great casters 

and often wonder what their first efforts were like. I would be surprised if they began making perfect loops 

the first time they picked up a fly rod. 

 

Casting a fly rod is counter intuitive. You cast the line not the fly. You have to cast backwards to go forward. 

You have to stop the rod for the line to go out. No one I have yet met has managed to grasp all this on their 

first attempt. Children and women come close.  I would have loved to have been around to see young 

Maxine McCormick make her first cast when she was 9 and then go on to win a gold medal at the World Fly 

Casting Championships at the age of 12 … against all comers. Maybe casting is meant to be easy for some 

people. 

 

I started thinking about the difficulties of fly casting when I began using the Sage Flycasting Analyzer again. 

I have written about the analyzer a couple of times before but it has been out of action for a while for want of 

a new palm pilot. Fortunately, I managed to track down the required hardware and got the machine up and 

running. It is a pity it hasn’t been updated to take advantage of modern smart phones.  

 

For those who are not familiar with the analyzer Bruce Richards of Scientific Angler fame and Professor 

Noel Perkins of the University of Michigan first developed the Sage Flycasting Analyzer in 2003 to be used 

by Sage fly shops to help teach fly casting. Now with a new name the Fly Casting Analyzer it is available for 

anyone to use and analyze their cast. It works with a Palm Pilot gathering information from a gyro attached 

to the fly rod. The gyro measures the rate at which the rod rotates while false casting. Results can be read 

straight from the Palm Pilot or downloaded to a computer for further analysis and printing. The Fly Casting 

Analyzer then allows you to compare your cast with casters that are regarded as the best in the business. 

 



Working with the Fly Casting Analyzer got me thinking about the subject of this month’s column. If you 

need a machine to analyze casting then it must be difficult. The Fly Casting Analyzer measures nine parts of 

a fly cast: peak speed, casting arc, smoothness ratio, deceleration, stop, rod load, creep, drift and symmetry. 

If we have to get all these right surely casting wasn’t meant to be easy. 

 

 

 

The fact that I have learnt to cast proves casting can’t 

be that difficult. It’s not easy but, as they say, it’s not 

rocket science. I started like everyone else with no idea 

of how to make a good loop. I flayed the rod around, 

watched a few videos, got some instruction, and finally 

came to an understanding of what makes a cast work. 

Then after lots of practice I was finally able to cast well 

enough to catch a fish. The following years were spent 

working on my cast so I could catch more fish. As I 

learnt about how my cast works and what I needed to 

do to improve it I found the Fly Casting Analyzer an 

invaluable tool. It was able to pinpoint what I was 

doing and how I could do it better. 

 

If we look at the nine aspects of a cast that the analyzer measures you can see that casting is complex. When 

you first pick up that fly rod you are not thinking about peak speed, casting arc, smoothness ratio, 

deceleration, stop, rod load, creep, drift and symmetry. All you want to do is cast the fly. It’s when you get 

to the stage that you can form loops and you want to make your casting better that you need to consider these 

aspects of your cast. 

 

So for those who can cast but want to cast better here’s what you have to think about to improve your 

casting. As you work on each of these the analyzer can help by providing an accurate measure of where you 

are at and make a comparison with what the experts do so you can see where you can improve. Look at the 

nine aspects of a cast and what the experts do that allows them to cast so well and see what you can learn. 
 

 

Peak Speed 

It’s surprising how little energy is required to cast a fly line.  Very often, we cast with far more energy than 

required causing fatigue and potentially leading to injuries. A good caster uses only enough energy to 

complete the task. It is not uncommon to see beginners cast with well over 100% more casting energy when 

compared to an expert. To be an expert you need to be aware of the peak speed of your rod and strive for 

efficiency. 
 

Casting Arc 

The casting arc is the total angle through which you rotate the fly rod in a stroke. Expert casters know that 

the casting arc is relative; the longer the cast, the larger the casting arc should be. Casting arcs that are larger 

than they need to be often result in wide inefficient loops. Casting arcs that are too small may result in tailing 

loops. Being able to adjust the casting arc is the mark of an expert caster. 
 

Smoothness Ratio 

The smoothness ratio is a measure of how power is applied to the rod during the casting stroke. To make a 

good cast it is very important to accelerate the rod smoothly. Smooth acceleration leads to smooth bending 

of the fly rod and this enables the tip of the rod to track in a straight line. Keeping the rod tip on a straight 

path and producing tight loops is hallmark of an expert caster and smooth acceleration is the key.  
 

Deceleration and Stop 

How the rod decelerates, or stops, is critical to loop formation. The transition from acceleration to 

deceleration must be rapid. This deceleration is not complete in the sense that the rod stops moving all 

together. The rod actually continues to rotate, though at a very slow speed. Thus, the term "stop" is more 



accurately described as a "dramatic slowdown." The stop has considerable influence on the size of your loop. 

Experts stop the rod abruptly and form tight loops. 
 

Rod Load 

Rod load is an indicator of how much the rod bends when applying power. The rod bends or "loads" in 

response to tension developed in the fly line. If the line is slack from a poor previous loop, there is little 

tension in the fly line. The result is a rod without much bend. If you have bought a fly rod to cast your flies 

you have to learn to load the rod like the experts. 
 

Creep 

Creep usually takes place between the back and forward casts, where the fly rod“creeps” forward instead of 

remaining still. It is a slow movement of the rod tip in the opposite direction of a still unrolling loop. Creep 

shortens the available stroke length resulting in power being applied rather abruptly in what’s left of the 

casting arc (often resulting in a tailing loop). Experts don’t throw tailing loops and neither should you. 
 

Drift 

Drift is the opposite of creep. Drift occurs when the rod is "drifted" slowly back in the direction of the stroke 

just made. With drift, the rod is moving slowly in the opposite direction of the upcoming stroke. Drift 

effectively lengthens the next casting arc rather than decreasing it as with creep. Experts drift because they 

can then apply power more smoothly over the resulting larger casting arc. 
 

Symmetry 

When the back cast peak speed is the same as the forward cast peak speed the cast is symmetrical. For 

beginners, it is very common to see higher peak speeds on the forward casts. Often the back cast is thrown 

with inadequate power and, conversely, the forward cast is thrown with excessive power. The best casters 

usually have remarkable symmetry between their forward casts and their back casts. 

 

 
 

 

 

Casting wasn’t meant to be easy but that doesn’t mean we can’t all do it. If you are a 

beginner don’t be put off by all the aspects of a cast you have to master. Time, 

practice and good instruction will get you there in the end. If you can cast already 

don’t think there is nothing more to learn. We can always cast further, smoother and 

more accurately. An understanding of the complexities of casting and the ability to 

analyze your casts will help you on your journey. This is where the Fly Casting 

Analyzer can help. It is a tool specifically designed to show you how you are going 

and how you can improve. If you would like to have your cast analyzed ask someone 

who has access to the Fly Casting Analyzer. If you are ever in Coffs Harbour look me 

up and I will hook you up.  

 

                                                                              Allan Ekert 

                                                                                                                                     For those not old enough to  

                                                                                                                                                   know what a Palm Pilot is!  
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